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Agenda 
 Potential risks to CAA and its volunteers 

 Protecting against those risks 

– Risk management 

– Insurance and indemnification 

– Laws limiting liability of CAAs and their volunteers 

 OMB rules on volunteer time 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First two issues are not  unique to CAAs, but particularly relevant



Potential Risks to CAA 
 Potential risks to CAA and its volunteers 

 Protecting against those risks 

– Risk management 

– Insurance and indemnification 

– Laws limiting liability of CAAs and their volunteers 

 OMB rules on volunteer time 
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Potential Risks to Volunteers 
 Liability to third parties for acts committed while 

volunteering 

 Injuries to themselves/their property while 
volunteering 

 Liability to CAA for damages to CAA’s property, 
reputation 
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Risk Management Generally 
 Identify risks 

 Evaluate risks 

 Decide how to deal with risks 
– Avoidance – decide not to do an activity 

– Modification – change policies and procedures 

– Transfer – insurance, waivers/releases 

– Retention – accept risk 

 Periodically re-assess risks, revise plan for dealing 
with risks if necessary 
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Identify – what risksEvaluate – how serious are they, how likely are they, can they be addressed through insurance, risk management procedures (such as effective volunteer screening and training)?Avoidance – Decide not to do an activity if it’s not central to your organization’s mission or can’t be done safely or adequately insured; bloodless bullfight exampleModification – Policies that govern selection, training and supervision of volunteers, e.g., who can drive autos for the organization and when, protecting confidential informationRetention – one form of retention is insurance deductibles, which set a dollar limit on the risk the CAA retains



Questions to Ask 
 What work do volunteers do? 

 Who’s volunteering? 

 Are they compensated? 

 What are the working conditions? 

 How are volunteers trained and supervised? 

 What are the applicable state and federal volunteer 
laws? 

 How is volunteer time treated under OMB circulars?  
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Presentation Notes
What can you do to protect your organization and its volunteers from liability?What work do volunteers do? – what positions are being filled? Who normally fills those positions?Under what conditions do volunteers work?How are volunteers trained and supervised?



What Work Do Volunteers Do? 



Volunteer Positions 
 Identify, evaluate the risks they pose 

– Decide how to deal with risks – avoid, modify, transfer or 
retain 

 Identify relevant legal requirements and steps 
necessary to comply  

 Background checks, immigration status, 
insurance, licensing, training, tax reporting, etc. 
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Presentation Notes
Look at volunteer positionsIdentify, evaluate the risks they poseDecide how to deal with risks – avoid, modify, transfer or retainIdentify relevant legal requirements and steps necessary to comply Background checks, immigration status, insurance, licensing, training, tax reporting, etc.For-profit enterprises – FLSA requires that in commercial enterprises, all work must be paid for; could have trainees, however (more on this later)Check collective bargaining agreements (and with labor lawyer) before assigning volunteers to project involving unionized laborDon’t assign volunteers to work that is the same as that done by paid staff – could cause volunteers to be considered employees for various purposes (e.g. wage and hour laws, immigration laws)



Volunteer Positions 
 Don’t assign volunteers to work in for-profit 

enterprises run by CAA 

 Check before assigning volunteers to work covered 
by union contracts 

 Where possible, avoid assigning volunteers to do 
work that would otherwise be done by regular 
employees 
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Look at volunteer positionsIdentify, evaluate the risks they poseDecide how to deal with risks – avoid, modify, transfer or retainIdentify relevant legal requirements and steps necessary to comply Background checks, immigration status, insurance, licensing, training, tax reporting, etc.For-profit enterprises – FLSA requires that in commercial enterprises, all work must be paid for; could have trainees, however (more on this later)Check collective bargaining agreements (and with labor lawyer) before assigning volunteers to project involving unionized laborDon’t assign volunteers to work that is the same as that done by paid staff – could cause volunteers to be considered employees for various purposes (e.g. wage and hour laws, immigration laws)



Who is Volunteering? 



Screening Process 
 Tailor process to risks posed by position 

 Identify qualifications for position 

 Identify characteristics automatically disqualifying applicants 

 Identify licenses/insurance required for a position; develop 
procedures to confirm that applicants have them 

 Develop written screening guidelines and tools to document 
screening process 

 Train staff on screening process 
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Presentation Notes
Tailor screening process – the more vulnerable the person or population volunteer will be working with, the more rigorous the screening process should beWritten screening guidelines and written tools to substantiate – position descriptions, interview guides, hiring checklists, reference check worksheets etc.Discuss negligent hiring and respondeat superiorAn employer is responsible for torts committed by an employee while the employee is acting in the course and scope of his employment. This is the legal doctrine of respondeat superior, "the master will respond," and dates from the days of masters and apprentices.Tailor screening process – the more sensitive the position is, the more rigorous the screening process should be (e.g., unsupervised contact with children, visits to clients’ homes, contact with money, financial information)Qualifications – e.g., language skills, minimum age requirements (Foster Grandparents -- 60, Americorps – 17)Disqualifying factors – e.g., convictions for certain offenses (such as DUI if driving a vehicle)Drivers licenses and auto insurance, professional licenses and malpractice insuranceWritten screening guidelines and written tools to substantiate – position descriptions, interview guides, hiring checklists, reference check worksheets etc.Tailor screening process – the more vulnerable the person or population volunteer will be working with, the more rigorous the screening process should beWritten screening guidelines and written tools to substantiate – position descriptions, interview guides, hiring checklists, reference check worksheets etc.



Application Process 
 Review completed application form 

– Evaluate if each applicant’s background/experience, skills and 
preferences are a good match for the position 

 Conduct in-person interview 

 Conduct background check (criminal history record check, if 
relevant) 

 Require physicals (if relevant)  

 Check references, licenses, insurance 

 Obtain waivers and consent forms  

 Take steps to avoid discrimination 
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Volunteers driving vehicles should have insurance that meets requirements set by state as well as by CAA’s own liability policyBackground check – if position involves access to sensitive financial info (e.g., organization’s treasurer) may want to consider a credit checkWaivers and consent forms – more on them shortlyVolunteers driving vehicles should have insurance that meets requirements set by state as well as by CAA’s own liability policyAlthough uncompensated volunteers generally not protected by federal and state employment discrimination laws, federal law prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color or national origin in the operation of federally funded programs; states may have similar requirements Take steps to avoid discriminationApply screening criteria consistentlyIf someone is disqualified from one position, if appropriate, consider them for another position



Criminal History Record Checks 
 Identify positions that require them, set guidelines for 

each position 

 State check vs. national check 

 Sex offender registries 

 In-house vs. private screening firm 

 Budget for costs of checks 

 Application forms 

 Procedures for documenting that checks done 

 Appeals process, privacy protections 
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Presentation Notes
Required – e.g. Corporation for National Service – AmeriCorps programs where members or employees have direct contact with or perform services in the homes of children or people considered vulnerable by the programGuidelines – (1) Which offenses are relevant; (2) Which will disqualify an applicant; (3) What, if any, mitigating factors will be considered; (4) How far back to checkState check quicker, but only covers offenses committed in that state, national check slow (can take up to 6 months) but covers offenses in all statesIf doing in-house, check with state criminal history records repository to find out how, what forms to use etc.  Private firm costs a bit more, but quicker, especially for nat’l checks or checks involving several states; check references; comparison test – give test names of people you know have records [any privacy, FCRA issues?], including people you know have records, check that company’s database includes relevant offenses Be sure they tell applicants if CRC required and get applicants’ consent?Application forms – (1) notify applicants that CORI req’d and get their consent (if doing a nat’l check, tell applicants about right to get a copy of report and to challenge it before hiring decision is made), (2) if ask about convictions, state that applicants who answer falsely will be disqualified/terminatedFair Credit Reporting Act – applies when using private firms for criminal background checks on employees, may also apply in case of volunteers; required language [CHECK new ABCD form re: required language, does authorization need to be in a stand-alone document?; info that R&G will email me]; new FTC disposal rule – when disposing of info from a private screening firm need to protect against unauthorized access (e.g., burn, shred, pulverize, destroy or erase electronic files, use due diligence in hiring an outside disposal contractor) (article on this included in materials)Privacy protections – check state law requirements that apply to holders of CORI info, set policies on who has access to CORI info, how it is to be stored, how and when it is to be disposed of (FTC Disposal Rule)Other factors – how recent was the offense, what were the circumstances involved, how old was the applicant at the time of the offense, societal conditions that may have contributed to the conduct, probability that applicant will repeat the offenseIf applicant found to have a record of disqualifying offense(s): Double-check that s/he was not mistakenly identified and if no mitigating factors, disqualify applicant from the position.  Also, if ask about convictions, state that applicants who answer falsely will be disqualified/terminated and document fact that applicant’s criminal records were checkedSet up an appeals process for applicants who think criminal history info CAA receives is incorrect.  Appeals process -- Tell applicant about info received and agency that provided it, and to communicate directly with the records repository about correcting info; Assume info received is correct until get a correction from the repository



Waivers, Releases & Consent Forms 

 Waivers/releases 
– Volunteers agree in advance that CAA won’t be liable for 

injuries/harm they suffer while volunteering 

– Not always enforceable, but may discourage “nuisance” 
lawsuits 

 Consent forms 
– Put volunteers on notice of risks involved 

– Use to rebut claims that injured volunteers wouldn’t have 
engaged in activity had they known risks involved   
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Presentation Notes
Waivers/releases – may also discourage volunteersNote when waivers may not be enforceableParental consent forms discussed in relation to minors volunteering



Minors 

 Parental consent forms 

 Compliance with child labor laws 

 Closer supervision than for adult volunteers  
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Presentation Notes
Many benefits for young volunteers/nonprofits:  young volunteers – acquire life skills, such as leadership; improve self-esteem; learn to embrace new challenges and opportunities; explore fields of academic study or employment.  Nonprofits – inspire young people positively; teach skills that will later be put to use in employment and volunteer positions; encourage appreciation of community service and volunteerism; ensure org’s leadership reflects population served. Sample parental consent forms included in materialsDevelop special assignments for minors that meet child labor law requirements (e.g., limited working hours, no hazardous occupations)Child labor laws –some forms of volunteer service may be considered employment under child labor laws; to be structure volunteer positions for minors so they comply with these laws (e.g., limited working hours, no hazardous occupations).  Be sure to check state, as well as federal, child labor laws – e.g., New York requires employment certificates for those under 18 doing paid or volunteer work.



CAA Employees 
 FLSA issue – time spent volunteering could be hours 

worked for nonexempt employees 

– Don’t assign them to volunteer work similar to their paid 
positions 

– Don’t have them volunteer during their regular work hours 

– Have volunteer employees sign statement 

– Centralize decision making about who volunteers for what 

• Don’t assign volunteer to work otherwise done by 
regular employees 
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Presentation Notes
FLSA issue -- employees subject to FLSA can’t choose to decline its protections by agreeing to volunteer for their employers; if nonexempt employees perform duties similar to the ones they are assigned in their day jobs, they must be paid for that timeSafest approach – don’t let nonexempt employees volunteer, not always practicalIf let nonexempt employees volunteer, be sure they do so in positions involving tasks that are completely different from those they do in their regular, paid jobsBest if nonexempt employees do volunteer work outside regular work hours, in different locations from regular work and for different supervisors (give examples – fundraising dinner, EITC)Be sure nonexempt employees’ volunteer hours are minimal in comparison to their usual working hours. Don’t pressure nonexempt employees to volunteer – either directly or indirectly (e.g. by rewarding volunteers in reviews or with raises or promotions) – for volunteeringDOL has said that volunteers shouldn’t displace regular employeesHave nonexempt employees sign statement describing services they’ll perform and indicating they understand that CAA doesn’t expect them to volunteer and that they won’t be paid for volunteering or accrue fringe benefitsBest if all decisions about whether nonexempt employees volunteer are made and documented by one department or person 
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Trainees/Interns 

 May not be considered employees for various 
purposes (e.g., wage and hour laws, unemployment), 
but don’t just assume – check 

 To be a trainee rather than an employee under FLSA: 
6 factor test 

– See DOL website:  http://www.dol.gov/elaws/esa/flsa/scope/ee15.asp  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t assume that they’re not employees; check with an employment lawyer about whether certain positions qualify as trainee positions under the FLSA and other relevant laws

http://www.dol.gov/elaws/esa/flsa/scope/ee15.asp


Training for benefit of 
trainee 

Training similar to 
what would be done 

in a vocational school 

Employer gets no 
immediate 

advantage from 
trainee’s activities 

Trainee doesn’t 
displace regular 

employees 

Trainee not entitled 
to a job at end of 

training period 

Shared 
understanding that 
trainee not entitled 

to wages for training  
time 

Trainees/Interns 
Six FLSA factors: 
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2nd Circuit Court of Appeals (CT/NY/VT):  
Test is who is the “primary beneficiary” of the relationship – the intern or the 

employer? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TraineesThe Supreme Court has held that the words "to suffer or permit to work," as used in the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) to define "employ," do not make all persons employees who, without any express or implied compensation agreement, work for their own advantage on the premises of another. Whether trainees or students are employees of an employer under the FLSA will depend upon all of the circumstances surrounding their activities on the premises of the employer. If all of the following criteria apply, the trainees or students are not employees within the meaning of the Act:The training, even though it includes actual operation of the facilities of the employer, is similar to that which would be given in a vocational school;The training is for the benefit of the trainees or students;The trainees or students do not displace regular employees, but work under close supervision;The employer that provides the training receives no immediate advantage from the activities of the trainees or students and, on occasion, his operations may even be impeded;The trainees or students are not necessarily entitled to a job at the conclusion of the training period; andThe employer and the trainees or students understand that the trainees or students are not entitled to wages for the time spent in training.  2nd Circuit Court of Appeals (Glatt v. Fox Searchlight Pictures, Inc. and Wang v. The Hearst Corporation, both issued in July 2015)The DOL's six-factor test is no longer valid in the Second Circuit (Connecticut, New York and Vermont). It is unclear, however, whether the six-factor test will be applied outside of the Second Circuit. Employers with multistate operations must be cognizant of the law in their respective jurisdictions. Until it becomes clearer which standard applies in their jurisdictions, employers may wish to devise internships that comply with both the "primary beneficiary" test and the DOL's six-factor test.



TANF Recipients 

 TANF recipients can only work maximum number 
of hours permitted under FLSA (or state wage and 
hour law, if state minimum wage is higher than 
federal) 

– State TANF agency will calculate # of hours 

– See 45 C.F.R. §§ 261.31 and 261.32    
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Youthful & First-Time Offenders 

 Youthful & first-time offenders doing community 
service are not employees under FLSA if they: 
– Voluntarily enter into program for their own benefit; 

– Do not displace regular employees or impinge on the 
employment opportunities of others; 

– Are under the supervision and control of the courts; and 

– Perform the work without contemplation of pay 

 See US Dep’t of Labor (DOL) Wage and Hour Division 
(WHD) Field Operations Handbook § 10b38, 
http://www.dol.gov/whd/FOH/FOH_Ch10.pdf  
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http://www.dol.gov/whd/FOH/FOH_Ch10.pdf


Participants in CNCS Programs 

 Participants in some Corporation for National and 
Community Service programs are not employees 
for purposes of FLSA 

– Foster Grandparents and Senior Companion programs 

• See DOL WHD Field Operations Handbook § 10b30  

– Americorps programs 

• See DOL Wage & Hour Opinion letter online at   
http://www.nationalservice.gov/sites/default/files/documents/ogc_flsa19
98.pdf 
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http://www.nationalservice.gov/sites/default/files/documents/ogc_flsa1998.pdf
http://www.nationalservice.gov/sites/default/files/documents/ogc_flsa1998.pdf


What are the Working Conditions? 
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Safety Policies 

 Require supervised volunteer contact with children, 
other vulnerable populations 

 Instruct staff and volunteers how to respond in case 
of injury involving a volunteer 

 Implement regular review of location/premises 
where volunteers will be working 
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Presentation Notes
Cases of injury – medical procedures (First Aid/CPR), contacting family members, incident reportsLocation/Premises: Identify safety problems/concerns and take steps to minimize them – repairs, increased security etc. 



Use of Autos 

 Check that CAA carries necessary insurance 

 Require and check volunteers’ licenses and 
insurance; check history of accidents, moving 
violations 

 Require volunteers to have in vehicle: registration, 
accident form, pen and paper 

 Train volunteers on what to do in case of an accident  
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Presentation Notes
Insurance – more laterWhat to do in case of an accident – where to go, who to contact, what to say/not to say etc.



Insurance 

 Check what, if any, insurance coverage is required 
by federal or state law, regs, grant terms and 
conditions, etc. 

– For example: Foster Grandparents regs specify what 
coverage must be maintained by organization and by 
Foster Grandparents 
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Insurance Coverage Purchased by CAA 
 General liability policy 

 Volunteer liability policy 

 D&O liability policy 

 Workers’ compensation 

 Auto policy 
– Commercial auto policy – for when volunteers/employees drive 

vehicles owned by CAA 

– Non-owned auto policy – for when volunteers/employees drive 
own cars 

– Volunteer driver excess policy 
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Presentation Notes
General liability policy -- Standard form includes employees but not volunteers; CAA can choose to add volunteers to list of insureds (often low cost, sometimes free)Volunteer liability policy -- Covers only the volunteer, not the CAA, entire policy limit available to volunteer, usually “excess” policy (covers costs not covered by volunteer’s or CAA’s other policies)D&O -- covers claims against volunteer (and paid) directors and officersWorkers comp. – In most states, definition of “employee” covered by workers’ comp. doesn’t include volunteers, In some states, can add volunteers to workers’ comp. policy as employees – so volunteers’ recovery limited to workers’ comp. payments and can’t sue CAA for additional amounts (but claims by injured volunteers could affect experience rating and increase premiums); an alternative is to buy an accident and injury policyCommercial auto policy -- Usually covers only employees’ use, CAA can choose to add use by volunteersNon-owned auto policy -- Covers CAA itself, Can add volunteers/employees by endorsement, Driver’s/owner’s insurance pays firstVolunteer driver excess policy -- Covers volunteers for liability to others that exceeds their own auto policies



Insurance Coverage Purchased by 
Volunteers 

 Volunteers may have coverage through their own 
insurance 

 They should check their policies, talk to their 
insurance agents 
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Presentation Notes
Volunteers should check what their existing policies cover and whether they need to buy additional insurance Homeowners’/renters’ policies cover claims by third parties for bodily injury or property damageHealth insurance – pays for treatment of volunteers’ injuries, but often insured must seek payment from person who caused injuryPersonal auto insurance – covers occasional use of volunteers’ own vehicles on behalf of CAA



How are Volunteers Trained and 
Supervised? 
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Policies & Procedures 
 Develop written volunteer policies and procedures 

(volunteer handbook) which includes: 
– Code of conduct/conflict of interest policy 

– Confidentiality policy 

– Computer/internet use 

– Political activity while volunteering 

– Prohibited volunteer conduct 

– Procedures in case of accidents involving volunteers 

– Grievance policy for volunteers  

– Program-specific volunteer policies  
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Additional Policies 

 Consider applying employment policies to volunteers, 
e.g. policies on: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Harassment 

Confidentiality 

Code of 
Conduct/Conflict 

of Interest 
Computer/ 

Internet Use 

Political 
Activity 

Grievances 

Whistleblower 
Protection/ 

Anti-retaliation 
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Presentation Notes
Head Start requires descriptions of methods for providing staff and volunteers opportunities for training, development and advancementAcknowledgment – read, understand and agree to follow those policies



Staff Training 

 Train staff responsible for supervising volunteers 
in: 

– Volunteer policies/handbook 

– How to train, supervise, evaluate and motivate 
volunteers, and how to deal with volunteer performance 
problems 

– Position-specific information about volunteers’ duties and 
responsibilities 

– Risk management techniques and safety procedures 
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Volunteer Orientation 

 Review volunteer policies/handbook 

– Have volunteer sign acknowledgement   

 Train for specific duties volunteer will be 
performing 

– So staff know volunteers have necessary skills, can 
competently perform duties 

– Including risk management/safety procedures 

 Conduct periodic training as necessary 
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Presentation Notes
Acknowledgement – read, understand and agree to follow CAA’s volunteer policiesRisk management/safety – e.g., ____________________________, First Aid, CPR (where relevant)



Volunteer Supervision/Evaluation 

 Monitor how volunteers are doing their jobs 

 Give volunteers periodic feedback on how they’re 
doing, how they can improve 

 Get feedback from volunteers re: whether they 
are satisfied 

– If assignment isn’t working out, re-assign volunteer 

 Discipline volunteers, if necessary 
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Presentation Notes
Paid staff should supervise/evaluate volunteers.When disciplining volunteers:Document problems/reasons for disciplineApply consistentlyMay need to fire volunteers for violations of policies, other misconduct



Are Volunteers Compensated? 
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Types of Compensation 

 Look at everything of monetary value the 
volunteer receives from CAA, e.g.:  

– Stipends 

– Expense reimbursements 

– Gifts/awards 

– Food and entertainment  

– Fringe benefits 
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Why Does it Matter? 

 Compensation could cause volunteer to be 
considered an employee 

 May disqualify volunteers from coverage under 
liability protection laws 

 Could be taxable income subject to reporting and 
withholding 

 Could be considered income for purposes of gov’t 
benefit eligibility 
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Presentation Notes
Why does it matter? ______Various purposes, such as discrimination laws, immigration laws (I-9s), workers’ comp., unemployment insurance, wage and hour lawsImmigration laws – compensation defined broadly, so if offer any type of compensation to volunteers who aren’t citizens, may need to verify  therefore could cause CAA to have to verify employment authorization Wage and hour laws – Under the FLSA, volunteers can be paid “expenses, reasonable benefits, a nominal fee” or any combination of those things, without being considered employees. So, for example, CAAs can reimburse volunteers for meals and transportation, supplies.  CAAs may pay volunteers a nominal fee, as long as it is not a substitute for compensation or tied to productivity.  Whether a fee is nominal depends on factors such as distance traveled, time and effort involved, when and how often the volunteer agrees to be available.Taxes – general rule – all income taxable, unless there’s an exception, income includes anything with monetary value, not just cash.  Stipends – taxable unless exception in statute (e.g., some job training programs, Foster Grandparents); gift card example (CAPLAW update article on giving volunteers gift cards included in materials) 



What are the Applicable State and 
Federal Volunteer Laws? 
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Indemnification/Disclaimers 

 State laws give nonprofit corporations authority to 
indemnify directors, officers, employees, and agents 
(including volunteers) for liability and defense costs 
in cases brought against them due to their positions 
with the nonprofits 

 If providing volunteers to other organizations, acting 
as a volunteer clearinghouse  

– Indemnification  

– Disclaimers 
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Presentation Notes
Indemnification – one party agrees to pay obligations of another party under certain circumstancesNonprofits’ articles of incorporation (or sometimes bylaws) should specify who, when and how the organization will indemnifyGenerally, indemnification only for acts done in good faith and not for intentional misconduct, gross negligence, or criminal actsBe sure CAA has insurance to pay for indemnificationIndemnification – get other org. to agree to pay for any claims against CAA related to volunteer activity in which CAA is involvedDisclaimers – e.g., not screening volunteers, not making any representations about other org. or its volunteer assignments In some cases, (usually for directors) the CAA may be required to indemnify; whereas in other cases (other volunteers), the CAA may choose to indemnify 



Laws Limiting CAAs’ Liability 

• Charities can’t be sued/can’t be held 
liable for certain acts (few states) Charitable 

Immunity 

• Limits on damages that can be 
awarded against charities (fewer 
states) Liability Caps 

• Protect public CAAs (and, in some 
states, private ones) 

State Tort Claims 
Acts  
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State Laws – CAAs’ Liability 

 NH law, RSA § 508:17, Liability cap 

– Org’s liability for damage or injury sustained by one person 
alleging negligence on part of volunteer limited to $250K; 
(for multiple persons, limited to $1 million) 

 ME law, Charitable immunity (common law) 

– Common law immunity applies only if an organization 
derives its funds mainly from public and private charity. 
Thompson v. Mercy Hosp., 483 A.2d 706 (Me. 1984). If an 
organization has insurance, recovery is limited to the 
extent of coverage. Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. § 158 (West). 
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Presentation Notes
508:17. Volunteers; Nonprofit Organizations; Liability Limited.Liability of a nonprofit organization for damage or injury sustained by any one person in actions brought against the organization alleging negligence on the part of an organization volunteer is limited to $ 250,000. Such limit applies in the aggregate to any and all actions to recover for damage or injury sustained by one person in a single incident or occurrence. Liability of a nonprofit organization for damage or injury sustained by any number of persons in a single incident or occurrence involving negligence on the part of an organization volunteer is limited to $ 1,000,000.
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Laws Limiting Volunteers’ Liability – 
Federal Volunteer Protection Act 

 42 U.S.C.§ 14051 et seq. 

 Applies to volunteers for nonprofits and 
government entities 

– Provides a minimum level of protection 

• State law may provide more protection 

• States may opt out 

– “Volunteer” = someone who provides services and 
receives no more than $500 in compensation per year 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To date, only NH has opted outCompensation does not include reasonable reimbursement or allowance for expenses actually incurredGenerally, Federal law preempts state law, meaning it displaces conflicting state law. But in the case of the Act, Congress went to some pains to describe in the Act exactly why they are seeking to protect volunteers from civil liability, attempting to link protection of volunteers from civil liability to interstate commerce. As a part of that effort, Congress acknowledged the rights of states to "opt out" of the Act if they wish. And the Act provides that if individual states have tougher laws protecting volunteers, then those tougher laws control and displace the Act. Federal Volunteer Protection ActPre-empts (overrides) state law, unless state law offers more protection to volunteersDoesn’t pre-empt state laws limiting volunteer liability that require nonprofits/gov’t entities to:Follow risk management procedures, including mandatory volunteer trainingCarry adequate insurance



Federal Volunteer Protection Act 

 Protects volunteers from liability for harm they 
cause while acting within the scope of their 
responsibilities as volunteers 

– If appropriate or required, volunteers must be properly 
licensed, certified, authorized by the appropriate 
authorities 
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Presentation Notes
Recent case Armendarez v. Glendale Youth Center, 265 F.Supp. 2d 1136 (2003) (included in materials) – held that Volunteer Protection Act protect volunteers from liability under federal as well as state law (except for certain federal laws specifically mentioned in the statute) – in that case, volunteer board members were held protected from liability under the Fair Labor Standards Act  . In Armendarez, the former CEO of a nonprofit sued the nonprofit corporation and its individual volunteer board of directors for unpaid wages. The court held that the federal Volunteer Protection Act protected the individual board members from liability under the Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. §201, even if the nonprofit corporation was unable to pay any judgment in favor of the former employee.The Tennessee Court of Appeals determined that the Act did not prevent a nonprofit organization from suing a volunteer to remove him from the Board of Directors. Memphis Health Center, Inc. v. Grant, 2006 WL 2088407 (Tenn. Ct.App. 2006).



Federal Volunteer Protection Act 

 Does NOT protect volunteers from liability for 
harm caused by: 

– Volunteer operating a vehicle for which state requires an 
operating license or insurance 

– “Willful or criminal misconduct, gross negligence, reckless 
misconduct, or a conscious, flagrant indifference to the 
rights or safety of the individual harmed” 
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Also does NOT protect volunteers from liability to organization for which they were volunteering



State Laws Limiting Volunteers’ Liability 

 State volunteer protection laws 

– May provide more protection than federal law 

– Vary as to who’s protected 

• Directors and officers  

• Other volunteers 

– Vary in scope of protection and conditions required for 
protection 
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Presentation Notes
Whom they cover – directors and officers – most states; other volunteers – about half the statesExamples of scope of protection – usually exceptions for willful, wanton conduct or gross negligence; exceptions for wrongful acts committed while driving an autoExamples of conditions required – nonprofit carry a specified amount of liability insurance, nonprofit’s articles or bylaws provide for indemnification of volunteers



State Laws – Volunteers’ Liability 
 ME law, 14 M.R.S. § 158-A, Immunity for charitable 

directors, officers and volunteers 

– Must not receive compensation (may be paid for expenses) 

– Applies when the cause of action involves a negligent act or 
omission and occurs within the scope of  org. activity 

• Waive immunity if arises out of operation of a motor vehicle, 
vessel, aircraft or any vehicle that requires a license and insurance; 
extent of damages limited to insurance coverage 

– Immune from civil liability for: 

• Personal injury, death or property damage including monetary loss 

• An act or omission not committed by them but occurred within the 
scope of activity of the org. 
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2. Immunity. A director, officer or volunteer is immune from civil liability for personal injury, death or property damage, including any monetary loss:A. When the cause of action sounds in negligence and arises from an act or omission by the director, officer or volunteer which occurs within the course and scope of the activities of the charitable organization in which the director, officer or volunteer serves; orB. Arising from any act or omission, not personal to the director, officer or volunteer, which occurs within the course and scope of the activities of the charitable organization in which the director, officer or volunteer serves.3. Limited waiver of immunity while operating vehicles, vessels or aircraft. Notwithstanding any immunity granted in subsection 2, a director, officer or volunteer is considered to have waived immunity from liability when the cause of action arises out of the director's, officer's or volunteer's operation of a motor vehicle, vessel, aircraft or other vehicle for which the operator or the owner of the vehicle, vessel or craft is required to possess an operator's license or maintain insurance. The amount of damages in an action authorized by this section may not exceed the combined limits of coverage of any applicable insurance policies other than umbrella insurance coverage and the courts shall abate a verdict in an action to the extent that it exceeds such limits. A provision in a policy of insurance that attempts to exclude coverage for claims that are authorized by this section is void as contrary to public policy.Definitions�B. “Director” means a person who serves without compensation, except that the person may be paid for expenses, on the board of trustees or board of directors of a charitable organization.C. “Officer” means a person who serves without compensation, except that the person may be paid for expenses, as an officer of a charitable organization.D. “Volunteer” means a person who provides services without compensation, except that the person may be paid for expenses, to a charitable organization.



State Laws – Volunteers’ Liability 

 NH law, RSA § 508:17, Non-profit or government 
volunteers 

– Must not be compensated (other than reimbursement for 
expenses actually incurred for services) 

– Immune from civil liability from an act or omission resulting 
in damage if org had record indicating person a volunteer 
and volunteer acted in good faith and within scope of duty 

– Not immune from damage or injury caused by willful, wanton 
or grossly negligent misconduct by the volunteer 
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508:17. Volunteers; Nonprofit Organizations; Liability Limited.I. Any person who is a volunteer of a nonprofit organization or government entity shall be immune from civil liability in any action brought on the basis of any act or omission resulting in damage or injury to any person if:(a) The nonprofit organization or government entity has a record indicating that the person claiming to be a volunteer is a volunteer for such organization or entity; and(b) The volunteer was acting in good faith and within the scope of his official functions and duties with the organization; and(c) The damage or injury was not caused by willful, wanton, or grossly negligent misconduct by the volunteer.Liability of a nonprofit organization for damage or injury sustained by any one person in actions brought against the organization alleging negligence on the part of an organization volunteer is limited to $ 250,000. Such limit applies in the aggregate to any and all actions to recover for damage or injury sustained by one person in a single incident or occurrence. Liability of a nonprofit organization for damage or injury sustained by any number of persons in a single incident or occurrence involving negligence on the part of an organization volunteer is limited to $ 1,000,000.Definition(c) “Volunteer” means an individual performing services for a nonprofit organization or government entity who does not receive compensation, other than reimbursement for expenses actually incurred for such services. In the case of volunteer athletic coaches or sports officials, such volunteers shall possess proper certification or validation of competence in the rules, procedures, practices, and programs of the athletic activity.



State Laws – Volunteers’ Liability 
 VT law, 12 V.S.A. § 5781, Non-profit organizations 

– A director, officer, or trustee of a non-profit organization who 
serves in good faith and without compensation is not 
personally liable for damages resulting from: 

• an act or omission within the scope of official duty, 

• the act or omission of an employee of the organization, or  

• an act or omission of another director, officer or trustee. 

– No immunity if act or omission constitutes gross negligence 
or an intentional tort 

– No protection from liability for damages that result from the 
operation of a motor vehicle 
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§ 5781. Nonprofit organizations A person who serves without compensation as a director, officer or trustee of a nonprofit organization qualified as tax-exempt under section 501(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as from time to time amended, shall not be held personally liable for damages resulting from:(1) any act or omission within the scope of the person's official functions or duties which is done in good faith, unless it constitutes gross negligence or an intentional tort; however, this subsection shall not protect a person from liability for damages which result from the operation of a motor vehicle;(2) any act or omission of an employee of the nonprofit organization; or (3) any act or omission of another director, officer or trustee.



How is Volunteer Time Treated Under 
OMB Circulars?  
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OMB Rules on Volunteer Time 

 Value of donated services is not reimbursable, but 
may be used for match 

– Uniform Guidance, 2 C.F.R. § 200.434(b) 

 Volunteer services may be counted toward match if 
they are “an integral and necessary part” of the grant-
funded project 

– Uniform Guidance, 2 C.F.R. § 200.306(e); HHS’ codification of 
the Uniform Guidance 45 C.F.R. § 75.306(e) 
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Discuss Head Start issues [indirect cost rate and match; fact that Policy Council time is considered programmatic, while board time spent on Head Start is subject to 15% limitation on admin. costs; parents driving their children, attending trainings etc.]Uniform Guidance, 2 CFR 200.306(e)(e) Volunteer services furnished by third-party professional and technical personnel, consultants, and other skilled and unskilled labor may be counted as cost sharing or matching if the service is an integral and necessary part of an approved project or program. Rates for third-party volunteer services must be consistent with those paid for similar work by the non-Federal entity. In those instances in which the required skills are not found in the non-Federal entity, rates must be consistent with those paid for similar work in the labor market in which the non-Federal entity competes for the kind of services involved. In either case, paid fringe benefits that are reasonable, necessary, allocable, and otherwise allowable may be included in the valuation.



Valuing Volunteer Time 

 3 ways to calculate value under OMB circular rules: 

– Use rates paid by CAA for similar work 

– If no comparable position at CAA, use rates paid for similar work in CAA’s 
labor market 

– If services provided by another employer, use rate based on what that 
employer pays 

– In the above cases, paid fringe benefits that are reasonable, necessary, 
allocable and otherwise allowable may be included in the valuation 

– Uniform Guidance, 2 C.F.R. §  200.306(e)  
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Only use third way where volunteer services involve same skills for which other employer normally pays person volunteeringFirst two ways of valuing may include fringe benefits, third way – include fringe benefits but not overheadUniform Guidance, 2 CFR 200.306(e)(e) Volunteer services furnished by third-party professional and technical personnel, consultants, and other skilled and unskilled labor may be counted as cost sharing or matching if the service is an integral and necessary part of an approved project or program. Rates for third-party volunteer services must be consistent with those paid for similar work by the non-Federal entity. In those instances in which the required skills are not found in the non-Federal entity, rates must be consistent with those paid for similar work in the labor market in which the non-Federal entity competes for the kind of services involved. In either case, paid fringe benefits that are reasonable, necessary, allocable, and otherwise allowable may be included in the valuation.



Match Criteria 
 Necessary & reasonable for accomplishment of 

program 

 Verifiable from grantee’s records 

 Not used for more than one federal program 

 Not from another federal award, unless permitted by 
program legislation 

 Allowable under cost principles 

 Included in approved budget (if required by funding 
source) 

 Meet funding source’s general grant management rules 

 Uniform Guidance, 2 C.F.R. § 200.306(b) 

 

NOTE: 
Uniform 
Guidance 
clarifies that 
federal 
statute 
authorizing 
program must 
specifically 
provide that 
such funds 
can be used 
as a match for  
other federal 
programs 
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Match Criteria 

 Document how you calculated value of donated 
services charged to grant 

• OMB Circular A-110, #23(d), (h)(5); HHS version, 45 CFR § 
74.23;  

• Not addressed in Uniform Guidance 
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Documenting – volunteer’s name, volunteer activity, rate applied to activity, dates of service, # of hours, supervisor’s and volunteer’s signature, total valuation; use minutes/sign in sheets to document board and Head Start Policy Council timeOMB Circular A-110, #23(h)(5) The following requirements pertain to the recipient's supporting records for in-kind contributions from third parties.(i) Volunteer services shall be documented and, to the extent feasible, supported by the same methods used by the recipient for its own employees.(ii) The basis for determining the valuation for personal service, material, equipment, buildings and land shall be documented.Consultant or other services at a reduced rate: match can include difference between reduced rate and amount normally charged



Indirect Costs 
 When calculating indirect cost rate: 

– Value of donated services and property may not be charged as 
indirect costs (Uniform Guidance, 2 C.F.R. § 200.434(b)) 

– Include value of donated services used in performing direct 
cost activity and ensure it is allocated a proportionate share of 
applicable indirect costs when(Uniform Guidance, 2 C.F.R. § 
200.434(e)):  

• The aggregate value of the services is material in amount; and 

• The services are supported by a significant amount of the 
indirect costs incurred by the organization 

– If no basis for determining fair market value of services, must 
negotiate an appropriate allocation of indirect cost with 
cognizant agency 
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§200.434   Contributions and donations.(b) The value of services and property donated to the non-Federal entity may not be charged to the Federal award either as a direct or indirect (F&A) cost.  (e) The following provisions apply to nonprofit organizations. The value of services donated to the nonprofit organization utilized in the performance of a direct cost activity must be considered in the determination of the non-Federal entity's indirect cost rate(s) and, accordingly, must be allocated a proportionate share of applicable indirect costs when the following circumstances exist:(1) The aggregate value of the services is material;(2) The services are supported by a significant amount of the indirect costs incurred by the non-Federal entity;(i) In those instances where there is no basis for determining the fair market value of the services rendered, the non-Federal entity and the cognizant agency for indirect costs must negotiate an appropriate allocation of indirect cost to the services.(ii) Where donated services directly benefit a project supported by the Federal award, the indirect costs allocated to the services will be considered as a part of the total costs of the project. Such indirect costs may be reimbursed under the Federal award or used to meet cost sharing or matching requirements.In other words, they must be directly related to project activities



Indirect Costs 
 Where donated services directly benefit a project, 

indirect costs allocated to those services are part 
of project’s total costs and may be reimbursed or 
used for match  
– Uniform Guidance, 2 C.F.R. § 200.434(e)(ii) 

 Unrecovered indirect costs – including those 
associated with volunteer time – may be included 
in match, with prior approval of federal awarding 
agency  
– Uniform Guidance, 2 C.F.R § 200.306 
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Donated services directly benefitting a project – Uniform Guidance, 2 CFR 200.434(e)(ii)(ii) Where donated services directly benefit a project supported by the Federal award, the indirect costs allocated to the services will be considered as a part of the total costs of the project. Such indirect costs may be reimbursed under the Federal award or used to meet cost sharing or matching requirements.Unrecovered indirect costs – Uniform Guidance, 200.306(c) Unrecovered indirect costs, including indirect costs on cost sharing or matching may be included as part of cost sharing or matching only with the prior approval of the Federal awarding agency. Unrecovered indirect cost means the difference between the amount charged to the Federal award and the amount which could have been to the Federal award under the non- Federal entity’s approved negotiated indirect cost rate



Additional Resources 

 Nonprofit Risk Management Center:   
– Publications, online training and other resources on 

volunteer risk management  
– Visit www.nonprofitrisk.org and click on “Volunteer 

Management” under “Areas of Expertise” 
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